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Happy 2019 ACE Families!!!

I wanted to start off by saying thank you to all of the ACE parents and staff that have assisted in making this
fall semester, as successful as it was. The daily assistance from our ACE Parent Organization at times was
the reason we functioned properly, and that dedication means the world to me and all of our students!
With the coming of 2019, we find ourselves half way through the year!!! Our first cohort of IB students in 11th
grade have begun classes and embarking on this journey, and it has lifted our levels of engagement, rigor,
and therefore motivation, to continue to define what it means to be successful at ACE Charter.
This spring semester brings more newness to our campus. We hope to complete the maker space and the
new office. We are traveling internationally to the Dominican Republic. We are experiencing the new
curricular demands of IB course work, and it has the halls always looking different and vibrant with new artistic
student creations, every day.
Lest we forget ACE Robotics team 4711! Soon robotics will be in full swing and the team will be off and
running in every direction possible for months and it’s awesome! We’re looking forward to their intense
competitions where we take a bus load of students to cheer on the Flying Aces!!!
With recruitment season underway, IB classes taking over, robotics and career and technical education
leading our motivational charge towards success, we invite everyone out to see our school and the
accomplishments we brag about daily!
Thanks for making ACE, the school where we are reinventing the future, while honoring the past, since 2010.
Sincerely,

Joseph Clausi
Principal
ACE Charter High School
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